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A picture tells a1000 words….

The battery-powered monitor on the ground records the pictures from the camera which
is securely enclosed in a waterproof cover. The camera is observing a nest in the
Yellingbo Conservation Reserve.
Thank you to all the Friends who donated money to buy the nest camera. It is monitoring
the nests as the fledging grow to independence.

New Members

CONTACTS
PATRON
Professor David de Kretser AC
Governor of Victoria
POSTAL ADDRESS
PO. Box 131,
Woori Yallock. Vic. 3139
WEBSITE
http://www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/

The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater would like to welcome to the
group our new members:
K. Cartwright & family – Healesville, G. Rutter - The Patch, L.
Williams – Ashburton, T. Kennington & C. Laven – Emerald and
T. Boyd - Surrey Hills

Thank you to the Shire of Yarra Ranges for their assistance with
postage.
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Donations to the Nursery & water capacity
improvements – Thank you for your support
T. N. L. & H. Bird, C. Duncan, I. Pearey, P. & K. Best, R. Walkley,
G. Anderson, M. Dear, G. Fuller, S. Bailey, I. Livingstone & J.
Turton, R. Purnell, M. Serong, R. Anderson, J. Fleming, A. Ridley,
S. Everitt, J. Blasket, Estate of C. John, Mrs. M. Ross AM, M.
Marriott, M. Vincent, P. Ure, S. & K. Ruhsam, B. Hubschmann, M.
Williams, H. & G. Peper, M. Case, Case Family, R. Case, D. Coates,
T. Law, C. Woodford, M. & A. Kerr, H. Wurth, V. Williams, P.
Craig, B. Roy, J. Kovari, C. Mauger, RV & DJ Meagher, F. Flood,
T. Boyd

Other donations –
R. Walkley
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A View from the Swamp

editorial comment

The year seems to be flying by so quickly and the AGM is on again at the
Healesville Sanctuary. Make it a family day and come along to share lunch, Take
part in the AGM and make time to see what‟s happening at the Sanctuary. The
Friends look forward to seeing you there. If you are interested in becoming a
member of the Committee, please nominate using the form provided.
Sandra

What’s on - Calendar of events
September
Date
Tues
Thurs
Sat
Tues
Thurs
Sun

Activity
st

1
3rd
5th
8th
10th
13th

Tues 15th
Thurs 17th
Sun
Tues
Wed
Thurs

20th
2nd
23rd
24th

Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
AGM &
Members’
day
Nursery
Nursery
Reveg
Nursery
Committee
Nursery

October
Date

Activity
st

Thurs 1
Sat 3rd
Tues 6th
Sun
11th
Tues 13th
Thurs 15th

Sun
Tues

November

18th
20th

Date

Activity
rd

Thurs
Tues
Wed
Thurs

22
27th
28th
29th

Date

Activity
st

Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Reveg
Nursery
Nursery

Tues
Thurs
Sat
Sun
Tues
Thurs

3
5th
7th
8th
10th
12th

Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Reveg
Nursery
Nursery

Tues
Thurs
Sat
Tues
Thurs
Sun

1
3rd
5th
8th
10th
13th

Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Nursery
Reveg

HH survey
Nursery

Tues
Wed

17th
18th

Nursery
Newsletter
deadline
Nursery

Tues 15th
Thurs 17th

Nursery
Nursery

20th
22nd

Reveg
Nursery

Thurs 19th
nd

December

Nursery
Nursery
Committee
Nursery

Tues
Wed
Thurs
Sun

24th
25th
26th
29th

Sun
Tues

Nursery
Committee
Nursery
Members’
day

Revegetation activities are held at differing locations around the Yellingbo Reserve and area. Activities may
include tree planting, seed collecting or works around the nursery or reserve. Meet at the Yellingbo Ranger’s
House, 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo (Melways Map 305 Ref. G11) at 10am. BYO Lunch. Most
equipment is supplied. For further information call Richard Case on 9720 4062.
Nursery activities days are held at the Rangers House (see above). They run between 10am and 12pm,
followed by (BYO) lunch. Work mainly involves the potting up of young seedlings. For further information
contact our Nursery Manager, Michelle Faram on 5964 8341

How far do 400 tubes stretch?
Selby PS students did the maths.
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The President’s report

by Robert Anderson

Annual General Meeting
I hope that you can be at our AGM on Sunday, 13th September at the Healesville Sanctuary. See other
pages in the Newsletter for details. A very interesting guest speaker will be there, Rupert Baker Senior
Veterinarian at the Healesville Sanctuary, who will tell us of work to better identify Helmeted
Honeyeaters in the wild. He might even mention his recent trip to Christmas Island where he has been
working with endangered Micro Bats.
Greg Milne at the AGM
Greg Milne has worked very closely with the Friends as Landcare Coordinator and as Coordinator of
the Yarra 4 Life project. Greg and family will be guests at lunch where we can say thanks and wish
them well before they move to Tasmania.
Treasurer
Our Treasurer Ray Turnley, who voluteered last AGM, has been so busy in his job, which takes him
interstate, has unfortunately had to relinquish the position. Thank you Ray for your professional
guidance as Treasurer.
Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association
In the last Newsletter tribute was made to this wonderful group for their financial support to the
Friends in particular and to conservation throughout Australia.
There will be more news at the AGM about their very generous support to the recovery of the
Helmeted Honeyeater.
The Nursery Office
The very sad state of the nursery office after a huge tree fell on the roof has improved greatly thanks to
Parks Victoria. With a new roof the office is functioning properly again.
Melbourne Water
Melbourne Water is leading a committee to develop a Streamflow Management Plan for the Woori
Yallock Catchment. The Yellingbo Reserve is within the catchment and I am a conservation
representative on the committee. The committee has a most responsible task and should anyone wish
to know more about its role please contact me via the Friends Office.
Sunday, 29th November - Members’ Meeting
The last meeting for the year will be at the Depot Shed where we will update the present breeding
season, enjoy lunch together and inspect the success of the revegetation projects.

Nursery News

by Michelle Faram

What a fantastic time we have had at the nursery in the past couple of months. Despite the colder
weather we have also had some lovely sunny days and many of our long time volunteers have
continued to attend our nursery days along with some newcomers.
Since the end of May it has been extremely busy at the nursery with a continuous flow of plant orders
going out, approximately 42,000 plants so far. Along with the many plants that have gone out to
private landholders lots of plants have also gone into the Yellingbo Reserve with our coordinators Sue
and Bruce holding lots school planting days on Woori Yallock Creek and Parks Vic. continuing with
the restoration works on the Cockatoo Creek floodplain and more tree planting for the Leadbeaters
possum.
Propagation has continued at a slightly reduced pace due to the cold weather but is beginning to pick
up as spring approaches. Throughout autumn and winter we have concentrated on propagating many
new plants from cuttings and division. Spring is an exciting time of the year with many of the seeds
sown at this time often germinating within two weeks, sometimes in as little as four days, so we will
be kept very busy over the coming months.
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Niovartis group getting involved

On Wednesday the 24th of June the nursery hosted a visit
by corporate group Niovartis. With the assistance of Robert
Anderson, Debbie Mitchell and Irene Pearey we had the
group of thirty- five involved in adding plants to the
nursery garden, seed sowing and the potting of seedlings.
This was finished off with a walk into the Reserve followed
by afternoon tea. Although they were here for only a short
time it was a productive and enjoyable afternoon.
If you missed the last couple of Saturday nursery mornings
there is still a couple to go before the end of the year, the 5th
of September, October the 3rd, November the 7th and the
5th of December.
Thank you to everybody for their continued support.

Coordinators’ Column by Sue and Bruce Tardif
We hate to use the word busy, but nothing else seems so apt. It‟s been busy over the past months!
Since our last report we have hosted 25 group visits into the reserve, planted 8,312 habitat plants along
the Woori Yallock Creek arm of the reserve, visited & presented in 19 school classrooms and involved
2,162 people in our educational activities. As in past years, the ground starts getting too dry to plant
from late September, so these activities start winding down in a few weeks whilst we sharpen our
pencils and minds in anticipation of the opening of the funding applications that allow it all to happen.
With changes to Federal Government priorities that has seen a loss of funding opportunities for us, the
Friends have been working actively with important partner groups to broker continued habitat
restoration works for the reserve. More on this in another issue.
We have been quite privileged to spend a number of enjoyable days with twelve students from
Yellingbo & Macclesfield Primary Schools in the past month. Ashleigh, Ben, Brody, Daniel, Jacqui,
Josh, Kyle, Lucy, Madeline, Max, Stefanie & Thomas are our 2009 Friends Ambassadors. Prospective
Ambassadors apply for the position and are involved in excursions to the Healesville Sanctuary and
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. They spend time with key members of the Helmeted
Honeyeater Recovery Team and experience things only a handful of people in the world get to do. The
program is an enrichment program for primary school aged students who show leadership skills and
demonstrate an interest in learning more about the Helmeted Honeyeater and its place within the
environment. Through hands on experiences, the program builds knowledge about our local
endangered species and encourages children to be Ambassadors amongst their peers. The following
are extracts from the Ambassadors own media releases, a task from the program:
Ambassadors on the loose
“On the 4th of August 2009 six students from Macclesfield Primary School and Yellingbo Primary
School went to the Yellingbo reserve to learn more about the Helmeted Honeyeaters and Leadbeater‟s
Possum and to help them survive in the bush. I‟m Ashleigh and one of the reasons I wanted to be an
Ambassador was because I want to help the endangered animals. I just want you all to look out for all
endangered animals and to try to help them in some way.” Ashleigh (Macclesfield PS)
Ambassadors
“… Ambassadors had to write an application and the FoHH will judge for the best 12 applications.
Last week we went to the Healesville Sanctuary and we went to the breeding enclosures, the hospital,
the reptile house and the nocturnal house too.” Josh (Yellingbo PS)
Environmental Ambassadors
“… Our job is to learn about how to help save endangered species such as the Helmeted Honeyeater
and Leadbeater‟s Possum. We saw the breeding program and went to the reserve to feed the
honeyeaters.” Ben (Macclesfield PS)
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Read this!
“… Facts: Helmeted Honeyeaters are nearly extinct. There are
approximately 120 left in the wild. The numbers are increasing
because of the hard work of the FoHH. To help you can buy
some plants at the plant nursery. You can be a volunteer at the
reserve. You can become a member of the FoHH. Brody
(Yellingbo PS)
Ambassadors on the rampage
“… we hopped in the four wheel drives and went to Yellingbo
reserve. We went with the volunteers to feed the Helmeted
Honeyeaters and watch some of them eat. When we got back
The Ambassadors get up close and personal with
we walked around the nursery and got told how those plants
a Black Saturday injured echidna.
can help them and she (Michelle) told us that they help the
animals when we plant them, and they make the perfect home for the animals. I loved doing these
activities and I REALLY hope we can do more.” Madeline (Macclesfield PS)
Ambassadors need help
“… I was chosen as an Ambassador because I really want to help the animals and help their
habitats… You learn heaps of information. We fed the Helmeted Honeyeaters and watch them eat. We
go bird watching. We go to the plant nursery and learn lots about Leadbeater‟s Possum. Lucy
(Yellingbo PS)
Fly bird fly
“… We visited Healesville Sanctuary to go behind the scenes to see how the breeding program was
going. They had brought in Tassie Devils without Devil Facial Tumour Disease to breed them. We
then went behind the scenes of the vet centre to see the quarantine rooms. We learned about how to
save the wonderful animals of Victoria. Thomas (Macclesfield PS)
Ambassadors
“… with the Friends we have learnt a lot about the Helmeted Honeyeater and we are going to share
our information with everyone in our schools. Kyle (Macclesfield PS)
Helmeted Honeyeater Ambassadors
“… They were lucky to look where most people can‟t go. First they went to where they make mulch
and plant trees. After that they saw a massive worm container. They went to the Helmeted
Honeyeaters enclosures. There was some really big ones. After that they saw how an incubator works.
Then they went to the vet and we saw them check if a bird was a girl or a boy. Daniel (Yellingbo PS)
Enviro Ambassadors on the loose
“An Ambassador is a person that helps save a certain endangered species in the Yellingbo
Conservation Reserve. Six students from Yellingbo and Macclesfield Primary School have joined
together to help save the Helmeted Honeyeater and the Leadbeater‟s Possum. These Ambassadors
have been chosen out of their whole school! …” Jacqui (Macclesfield PS)
The Environmental Ambassadors
“Two schools Macclesfield and Yellingbo Primary are
participating in the Ambassadors program thanks to the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater and Parks Victoria.
Ambassadors are kids that love nature and want to help out
with nature. I applied because … I think it is a very big
privilege. Max (Yellingbo PS)
Continued on back page…

The Ambassadors help Bruce Quin track a
Helmeted Honeyeater building her nest
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Out in the Field

by Bruce Quin

2009/2010 Breeding Season
It is that exciting time again when established pairs of Helmeted Honeyeaters are busy building nests
and new pairs are forming and territories being claimed. One of the older females at a re-introduction
site in Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve was already sitting (presumably incubating eggs) on 7th
August (2009) and two other females were carrying nest material. At Bunyip State Park (Tonimbuk),
three females have apparently been building nests, but we are yet to find these nests. Further searching
will locate more breeding birds at both locations.
At the release sites within Yellingbo, seven of the 12 Helmeted Honeyeaters released in May 2009
have recently been sighted. These birds are mainly occurring at the north end of the release site used
during 2006-2008 (Blue Site), rather than their release site approximately 400 metres upstream (White
Site). However, the 2009 release group was housed at Blue Site during their one week‟s
„acclimatisation‟ to the wild, which may explain the movement of some of the group back to this site.
The Bunyip State Park release group of (April) 2009 has also been wandering from its release area.
Recent searching has located just four of the 13 youngsters, mostly at Site 1 (the first - established site
within Bunyip) instead of their release area which is the newest site (Site 3). Approximately half of the
13 were held in an aviary at both Sites 2 and 3 prior to their release. Some of the fledglings bred in the
wild during the 2008/2009 breeding season are also missing, but we hope to find where these and the
2009 releasees have ventured to, soon.
Remote Video Surveillance of Helmeted Honeyeater Nests
Firstly, many thanks from me on behalf of the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team to Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater for the recent purchase of a remote surveillance video recorder unit which will
be used to closely monitor Helmeted Honeyeater nests at Yellingbo. This purchase was made possible
by the generosity of donations by Friends members and means we now have four nest cameras; two
for use at both Yellingbo and Bunyip. The nest surveillance work has proved very helpful to date as
indicated in the following paragraphs.
Predation of Helmeted Honeyeater eggs and nestlings is a primary cause of nest failure (Franklin et al.
1995 in Australian Wildlife Research, 1995, Vol 22, pages 173-191; Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery
Team unpublished data). Of the unsuccessful nests at Yellingbo, approximately 50% fail at the egg
stage and 50% fail at the nestling stage. At Bunyip, the majority of eggs hatch but nestling losses are
high. Prior to the use of nest cameras a list of potential predators of Helmeted Honeyeater nest
contents at both locations had been compiled. However, there were few instances in which the identity
of the predator of eggs or nestlings could be determined.
Nest protectors (wire cages that surround nests and perspex placed around the trunks of nest shrubs
and adjacent shrubs) had been used in an attempt to increase the number of nests fledging young with
some success. However, there was uncertainty as to which type of nest protector should be applied
because different types of predators raid nests in different ways and protectors need to be specifically
designed to guard against the key predator(s) of Helmeted Honeyeater nest contents.
Another strategy used to increase nest productivity of Helmeted Honeyeaters in the wild is to
supplement their nests with eggs or nestlings produced in captivity. Further, during the 2008/2009
breeding season eggs and chicks were swapped between Yellingbo and Bunyip to increase genetic
diversity of the Helmeted Honeyeater colony at the Yellingbo site and more of this work will occur in
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subsequent breeding seasons. It is important to closely monitor the success of these actions and nest
surveillance via remote video recorders assists this work.
The Remote Video Surveillance of Helmeted Honeyeater Nests Project commenced during the
2006/2007 breeding season at Bunyip State Park. The first predation event was captured by an
Australian Deer Association‟s camera that season – a yearling Tiger Snake taking a nine-day old
Helmeted Honeyeater nestling. Soon after, video footage from a recovery team camera at another nest
showed an adult Tiger Snake raiding a nest with two five day-old chicks. After these predations, our
nest protection measures concentrated on the perspex application technique because this would
seemingly make access by Tiger Snakes more difficult; the wire cages would not stop Tiger Snakes
because they could pass through the wire. Six predation events, all on chicks have been filmed at nests
during the past three breeding seasons, four by Tiger Snakes and two by Laughing Kookaburras. The
perspex does not provide a barrier against kookaburras and re-visiting the wire cage technique has
been necessary. The majority of nests subjected to perspex protection have succeeded.
At Bunyip State Park, four nests subjected to chick supplementation have been monitored via remote
video surveillance and in two cases footage revealed more information than that obtained by visiting
the active nests briefly and after they had finished. A supplementary nestling fledged without incident
from one nest on a December (2008) day at about 0600 hours, but it could not be located at 1700 hours
the same day when the territory was searched. The supplementation succeeded but the fledgling soon
perished (the wild-bred chick of this nest had fledged the prior day). Another nest‟s outcome
comprised fledging of two supplementary nestlings, but one disappeared rapidly – presumably the
individual that displayed laboured breathing probably due to a respiratory complaint on the video
footage. The wild-bred chick of this supplemented nest attempted to fledge at 11 days of age (two days
premature), which may explain its heavy fall from the nest shrub, possibly causing its death. Thus,
much more knowledge on the outcome of these nests was gained from the presence of the video
recorder units.
Bruce Tardif (with help from Sue Tardif) produced a report in 2007 as part of his Diploma in
Conservation and Land Management at Swinburne TAFE that analysed footage taken at a Tonimbuk
nest over a thirteen - day (nestling) period. Much interesting information on breeding aspects such as
feeding rates of nestlings by the parents, frequency of ecto-parasite and fecal sac removal and average
time the mother bird was away from the nest was gained.
At Yellingbo nest camera work was implemented during the
2008/2009 breeding season at three nests for predator identification
purposes; two of these nests also had egg/chick swaps for genetic
management. All three nests succeeded in fledging young, so that a
predation event at a Yellingbo nest is yet to be filmed. It will be
interesting to see what predatory species „show up‟. Tiger Snakes, the
most prevalent predator at Helmeted Honeyeater nests at Bunyip to
date (though the sample size is small), are either absent from or in
much lower abundance at Yellingbo.
Remote video surveillance will be conducted at Helmeted Honeyeater
nest sites during the 2009/2010 and subsequent breeding seasons. I will
keep you informed on further data obtained from this work, including
the identity of predators and other causes of nest failure.
Photo by Merrilyn Serong

Regards to all, Bruce.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES

A membership reminder for those of you
who have forgotten

AGM DETAILS - Join us for a great day
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Merchandise
Some ideas for the Christmas Stocking AND help the future of the Helmeted
Honeyeater.

Winter – with bird emblem
Green Polar fleece beanies
one size fits all
Blue Polar fleece beanies with Pink Epacris Vic floral emblem.

Size

Yes

Size

Yes

Number

$15 each
$15 each

Summer – with bird emblem
Smart Steele Blue Polo Shirts

Yes

$35 each

good quality M-XXXL

Other Items
Yellingbo- a special place - book
Hilton hunts for a home -book
Magnetised Book Marks - Popular
He Ho oval badges (NEW)

$25 each
$12 each
2 for $5 or 5 for $10
$10 each

The Following items are low in numbers and will not be repeated for
some time.
Yes Size
Green polar fleece Jackets
Blue Polar fleece vests
Green Canvas hat 8” brim

L(2) XL(2) XXL(4) XXXL (1)
L(4) XL(3) XXL (1)
59cm (2) 61cm (5)

Popular Christmas cards

$35 each
$35 each
$18 each

$2 each

message inside-

Yes

May the magic of Christmas be with you
And the New Year realize some of your dreams

Number

Janet Flynn
Ian Stych
Susan McInnes

Janet Flynn

Name:……………………………………………
Address:…………………………………………
…………………………P/code………..
Sub total: $...................
Postage and Handling 10%: $...................
TOTAL enclosed $...................
Send to : Friends of Helmeted Honeyeater
PO Box 131
Woori Yallock 3139
Susan McInnes

Iain Stych
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Reveg Rambles by Richard Case
The last few months of Winter have seen us out and about, enjoying the soil that is finally damp
enough to plant into!
On the 14th of June we loaded up with a mixture of Swamp Paperbark and Woolly Tea-tree and headed
out to Cockatoo Creek. We had chosen an area from which we had removed a patch of Thistles a few
years ago and had been keeping an eye on ever since. We worked with Mountain Swamp gum around
us and nifty shrubs like Swamp Daisy-bush before us. Overhead, the White-eared Honeyeater called
and Common Froglets set up their own orchestra from the grass. With 320 plants in the ground we
took time out for an inspection of next month‟s site. Climbing back into the car, the call of the
Helmeted Honeyeater reached out to us as we left for the day.
The Reveg Day of the 12th of July was cold and windy, with gales the previous day. We returned to
Cockatoo Swamp, to a site we call “Phragmites Stump”. Two years earlier, I had marked a tree stump
on the dry edge of the track with something-out-of-place, a piece of Common Reed. I only needed the
marker to last for a week. It‟s leaves have long since blown away, but the stem of this reed is still
there, a testament to this hardy plant. Today we had brought Swamp Paperbark for the wet areas,
Manuka for the moist areas and Prickly Tea-tree for the drier areas. We called it a good day‟s work
with all 480 plants in the ground under trying conditions.
On the 9th of August we decided to plant along Woori Yallock Creek. Taking with us Golden Tip,
Austral Indigo and Swamp Daisy-bush, we wandered down to the creek. Our first site was next to the
raised bank of the creek, near the wetland that has been dry for so long. Our strategy was to put in a
smaller number of plants on a larger number of sites to lessen the impacts from grazing, drought and
competition. As we worked we had the company of 17 species of bird, mostly in the grand Manna
Gums overhead.
The next site was among the old billabongs at Bears Bridge. We disturbed a Fallow Deer where we
wanted to plant, not a good sign but difficult to avoid them now. This is a lovely area where the
differences in drainage are profoundly illustrated by the tree canopy. Manna Gum in the better drained
areas and Mountain Swamp Gum in the wetter areas.
On to the next site, where the D3 captive release aviary once stood. This is one of the few sites in the
Reserve where we have found Golden Tip growing, so it was nice to bring the babies back home. A
bonus was the removal of a discrete patch of Forget-me-not from the bush. If only all weeds were this
easy!
The final site was near the southern end of the Reserve, in a steep sided valley floor. We had put 420
new plants in the ground for the day. As we travelled back, a Swamp Wallaby sat watching us in the
afternoon sun, unperturbed by the crazy humans.
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Gift membership opens a door to the wonders of the Helmeted Honeyeater because now it includes a
copy of our beautiful book Yellingbo a special place. Send to the Friends postal address.
FRIENDS OF THE HELMETED HONEYEATER GIFT MEMBERSHIP
Recipient ………………………………………...........
Please tick the appropriate box
Address ……………………………………………….
 $50 Groups/Families/Individuals
…………………………………………………………
 $40 Concession:
………………………………………………………….
Student/Pensioner/Unemployed
Phone ………………………………………………….
Email ………………………………………………….
Giver …………………………………………

Rupert Baker, Senior Vet Healesville Sanctuary,
explains to the Ambassadors how the sex of some
birds is determined through surgery.

Our sincere thanks to Karina, Rupert & Jason (Healesville Sanctuary), Bruce (Dept Sustainability &
Environment), Mick & Jo (Parks Victoria) and the Friends nursery volunteers for making the
Ambassadors‟ program possible.
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